The mobile app GEGEN NAZIS
basic information at a glace
The idea
GEGEN NAZIS is the mobile app of the project BERLIN GEGEN NAZIS.
BERLIN GEGEN NAZIS is a broad network against right-wing extremism and racism
with strong partners and support, sponsored by the Berlin Senate. The mobile app
informs on relevant events within the right-wing extremist scene and the manifold
activities in response to them. Its central feature is the interactive map of Berlin, which
keeps its users up to date via push messaging on routes, demonstrations, creative
protest actions of the network's partners, as well as the current locations. The map
adjusts itself in real time, for example to an updated route at a demonstration. GEGEN
NAZIS provides extensive information and allows users to act themselves.
Target group
GEGEN NAZIS addresses smart phone users and as such a continuously growing
group of people in Berlin. Political commitment and a long-range loyalty require an up to
date appearance and timely enunciation. To make sure that the mobile app reaches
non-German speaking people as well, it is also available in English and Turkish.
What the mobile app looks like
Messages from GEGEN NAZIS are divided into news and events. The mobile app thus
ties in with the already well established website www.berlin-gegen-nazis.de, regarding
its structure as well as its design. Every message consists of title, photograph, further
information and detailed description, weblinks, further images or an interactive map. The
"news" section provides the user with messages on current mobilizations and protest
actions of the network's partners on short notice. The "events" section presents
background reports or photo series of past events.
Download for iPhones and Android phones free of charge
The mobile app GEGEN NAZIS is available for iOS and Android system software and
can be downloaded and used free of charge. Minimal requirements for installation and
operation are iOS 7 or Android 4.0. An update of the operating system does not interfere
with the mobile apps functionality. The mobile app is not available for Windows,
Blackberry, or tablet PC systems.
Android version:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.berlin_gegen_nazis.app&hl=de
iOS version:
https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/gegen-nazis/id943484093
Or use the search engine!

Who provides the content for the mobile app?
GEGEN NAZIS’ content is provided exclusively by the staff of the project BERLIN
GEGEN NAZIS. It is added via a content-management-system. Any source of
information is thoroughly fact checked by the editorial team, securing quality standards
at all times. The mobile app's news messages undergo the same diligent quality control
as the project's content on the website. The Turkish and English translations are done by
experienced translators familiar with the project and topic. In the mobile app's imprint, all
liabilities are declared.
Security
The mobile apps uses SSL certificates to encrypt messages, all information is stored on
a server in Germany. The servers are secured against malware and attacks. Data can
be deleted from the server at any time. The mobile app's code is not open source.

Privacy Policy
We hereby inform you about the processing of your personal data within the mobile
application GEGEN NAZIS APP. Acquisition and processing of all data occurs in
consent with the German Federal Data Protection Act.
Provider
GEGEN NAZIS APP is provided by
Verein für Demokratische Kultur in Berlin – Initiative für urbane Demokratieentwicklung
e.V.
Gleimstraße 31, D-10437 Berlin
Telefon: 030. 817 98 58 17
Fax: 030. 817 98 58 29
info@vdk-berlin.de
www.vdk-berlin.de
Managing Director
Bianca Klose
Registered as a nonprofit association with Vereinsregister des Amtsgerichtes
Charlottenburg, VR 22906

Authorized access and acquired data
GEGEN NAZIS APP requires the following access to data on your mobile device:




location of the device
photos, media, and further files saved on the device itself or a connected storage
medium respectively
device ID, phone number, as well as the current status of outgoing and incoming
calls on the device

The access authorization is applicable for the following usage:






The information about the location of the device is employed to designate the
position on the displayed map within the APP. The display occurs exclusively on
the respective device, a transmission via Internet does not take place. The APP
is fully functioning without location data. To use the APP without location data, it
is necessary to disable location assessment within the device’s operating
systems’ settings.
In order to locally save the map, and photos respectively, the local photo library
respectively the internal or external storage of the device will be accessed. This
will only be the case after the user’s explicit agreement using the commands
“save image”, and “save map” respectively.
The APP requires access to the device’s phone function to check its current
status. This is necessary to guarantee the seamless functioning of the APP with
other running applications on the device, in particular to make sure the APP’s
performance is not affected by interruptions due to an incoming call.

Connection to the web content of GEGEN NAZIS
The APP is designed to implement information and display content of the GEGEN
NAZIS webpage. The following data is transmitted to and saved on our webserver:







IP adress of the connected device
date and time of the connection
URL address of the transmitted data
status code (on whether the connection was successful)
transferred data volume
identification data concerning browser and operating system

The maps required for the functioning of the APP are provided by Open Street Map. On
recalling the maps, only the server data is transmitted to Open Street Map Foundation.
Any transfer of the APP user’s data does not occur.
On activating push message services, a randomly generated numerical identification
code will be generated to ensure transmission of the push messaging service. Push
messages enable instant display of current news items. You can disable this service
anytime, whereupon the identification code on our server will be deleted.

The data mentioned above is used for technical maintenance and administration and
used to enable the allocation of information.
We furthermore use the aforementioned data to register misuse and eliminate
malfunction, as well as to provide public authorities with requested information, as
entitled by law.
Utilization of user’s data
Any utilization or profiling of user-specified data does not take place.
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